
 
 

 

Application deadline  Wednesday, November 15, 2017. 

 

 

 Participant name  

 

    

 Date of birth              The gender       

  

 ・    ・19    Man / Lady 

 

Address 

 

Postal Cord 

 

Telephone No. Home  Mobile  

Ｅ-mail address                            

＠ 
 

Participation type 

Please surround with a circle. 

A             B              C 

 

Please be sure also to enter the one of participation in the following by the A type. 

 

Honda N series 

 participation car type 

 

Please surround with a circle. 

 

N360  N400  N600  LN360  TN360  Z360  Z600  VAMOS 
 

Production year/Color 

/Automobileinspection 

time limit 

Production year Color 

 

 

Automobileinspection time limit 

  

 

Registration No. 

/Frame No. 

 

Registration No. 

  
 

Frame No. 

※ When there is no mentioning, a registration number can't participate. Please be sure to fill it out. [Except for special N] 

 

 ParticipationType Admission fee Numberof People       price 

 

Application fee frame 

A ｔype    4000 yen ×      Person ＝           yen 

B ｔype    4000 yen ×      Person    ＝           yen  

C ｔype    3000 yen ×      Person ＝           yen  

  

 

 
I and my companion participate in all programs of this event. I agree to the following matter and vow.When death and an injured and so on 

accident have happened, it's never criticized for the received damage by which we're participants, drivers, companions, visitors and 

vehicles, etc. to a host, a staff, an employer (including relevant property of facilities) or other participants (drivers and companions, etc.). 

Responsibility isn't cross-examined. And damages aren't claimed. Further, even when an accident was caused by an organizer and the 

person concerned's mistake, etc., it's eternal. I promise the participant is qualified in case of participation of this event and, that 

participation is possible. I consent to an organizer's having a right of the report, the broadcast, the carrying and the recording by which we 

who participate in this event are the names of the participant, the driver and the companion, pictures of the participation vehicle and 

results, etc.. Further the right after these are used second, which is concerned, like, I make. 

(Date.)                  2017 
Participant signature 

 

 

 

                                                        

 

Participant's guardian signature  

(A participant is necessary in case of less than 20 years old.) 

 

 

                                                          

Total amount yen 


